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The tragic attacks of 26/11still send a shiver down the spine when one reminisces about it and
so does RGV’s cinematic interpretation of the unforgettable event. Nana Patekar and
SanjeevJaiswal have been praised for their remarkable performance in The Attacks of 26/11.
The film keeps the attention of the audiences intrigued from the very beginning as the film
manages to evoke the sentiments of 26/11. The hard-hitting music and cinematography is
described as outstanding by the critics.

The film not only chronicles the terror attacks, but also pays homage to the sentiments of the
people of India and especially the heroes and victims of 26/11. Directed by Ram GopalVarma,
the film has left the whole nation moved with its strong content and incredible performances.

Here are some of the tweets commending Ram GopalVarma’s movie -

Audience Tweets

VINEET BHALLA @vineetbhalla707
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@AttacksOf2611 Great movie.... Can't imagine anybody else in Nana Pathekar's role...

TusShar @tusharr_s

@AttacksOf2611 Awesome Movie 5 star..Fabulous work by Nana Patekar and @RGVzoomin.
Every Indian must watch this movie.

Manish Thuse @manishthuse

@AttacksOf2611 #TheAttacksOf2611 will be counted as one of the cult movies of our times for
sure. @RGVzoomin #NanaPatekar take a bow!

Celebrities Tweets

Prakash Raj @prakashraaj

And it's one such film where it takes you beyond what u have heard or seen of 26/11 attacks. It
makes u relive the moments from within.

Harish Shankar .S @harish2you

Standing Ovation... In all Screens of Hyderabad ..for @rgvzoomin 26/11. I won't wonder if it
Wins an Oscar

satishkaushik @satishkaushik2
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RGV's 26/11 is shocking...it shakes you up with real incidents of the nightmare done with great
intensity,realism and passion..

subbaraju @actorsubbaraju

Watching movies like this amazes me, how updated and contemporary is the classic text book
of film making called RGV

purijagan @purijagan

Who else on the Indian movie arena can dare to venture and narrate it to the levels of such
emotional excellence ... but 'RGV'

A powerful retelling of a tragic event in history, The Attacks of 26/11 makes a strong appeal to
the audiences-‘Never Forget’ the tragedy of 26/11.

Overall the film has been unanimously claimed as a must-watch!
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